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History in English Words 2002-02
a classic historical excursion through the english language owen barfield s
original and thought provoking works over three quarters of a century made
him a legendary cult figure this popular book provides a brief brilliant
history of those who have spoken the indo european tongues it is illustrated
throughout by current english words whose derivation from other languages
whose history in use and changes of meaning record and unlock the larger
history

A Barfield Sampler 1993-09-14
this is a collection of the fiction and poetry of one of the twentieth
century s most influential and significant thinkers barfield is known widely
for his explorations of human consciousness the history of language the
origins of poetic effect and the interaction of the disciplines especially
literature and the hard sciences this book presents barfield as a writer of
imaginative literature in the stories one finds both post war displacement
and bloomsburian ironies in the two short novels barfield gives us two
stunning versions of the apocalypse in his poetry he explores the varieties
of human experience often in radical relation to the past a seemingly
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conventional poetic introduces explosive theological and sexual issues
confrontations with urban despair and fragmentation barfield s creative work
is original daring and prophetic his voice heralds a new age of consciousness
of which our time is becoming increasingly aware

Owen Barfield 2016-10-27
in this book michael di fuccia examines the theological import of owen
barfield s poetic philosophy he argues that philosophies of immanence fail to
account for creativity as is evident in the false shuttling between modernity
s active construal and postmodernity s passive construal of subjectivity in
both extremes subjectivity actually dissolves divesting one of any creative
integrity di fuccia shows how in barfield s scheme the creative subject
appears instead to inhabit a middle or medial realm which upholds one s
creative integrity it is in this way that barfield s poetic philosophy
gestures toward a theological vision of poiēsis proper wherein creativity is
envisaged as neither purely passive nor purely active but middle creativity
thus is not immanent but mediated a participation in being s primordial
poiēsis
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A Barfield Reader 1999
a representative selection from the major writings of the man c s lewis
called the wisest and best of my unofficial teachers

Owen Barfield, Romanticism Come of Age 2021-04-28
barfield towers above us all the wisest and best of my unofficial teachers c
s lewis we are well supplied with interesting writers but owen barfield is
not content to be merely interesting his ambition is to set us free from the
prison we have made for ourselves by our ways of knowing our limited and
false habits of thought our common sense saul bellow owen barfield
philosopher author poet and critic was a founding member of the inklings the
private oxford society that included the leading literary figures c s lewis j
r r tolkien and charles williams c s lewis who was greatly affected by
barfield during their long friendship wrote of their many heated debates i
think he changed me a good deal more than i him simon blaxland de lange s
biography the first on owen barfield to be published was written with the
active cooperation of barfield himself who before his death in 1997 gave
numerous interviews to the author and shared a large quantity of his papers
and manuscripts the fruit of this collaboration is a book that penetrates
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deeply into the life and thought of one of the most important figures of the
twentieth century it studies the influences on barfield by the romantic poet
coleridge and the philosopher rudolf steiner founder of anthroposophy and
elaborates on barfield s profound personal connection with c s lewis the book
also features a biographical sketch in his own words based on personally
conducted interviews and describes barfield s strong relationship with north
america and his dual profession as a lawyer and writer this updated edition
features vital new material including barfield s own psychography from 1948
and an illustrative plate section

Poetic Diction 1973
barfield discusses poetry s meaning in terms of both his personal experience
and objective standards of criticism poetic diction first published in 1928
begins by asking why we call a given grouping of words poetry and why these
arouse aesthetic imagination and produce pleasure in a receptive reader
returning always to this personal experience of poetry owen barfield at the
same time seeks objective standards of criticism and a theory of poetic
diction in broader philosophical considerations on the relation of world and
thought his profound musings explore concerns fundamental to the
understanding and appreciation of poetry including the nature of metaphor
poetic effect the difference between verse and prose and the essence of
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meaning contributor howard nemerov

The Tower 2020-08-26
owen barfield is known primarily for his many publications on the evolution
of consciousness and the essential reframing of cultural history that results
from this theory at the center of his philosophy is a deep analysis of
mythology and poetics that draws from coleridge steiner and others to reveal
the noetic role of the poetic principle and its salient shifts that map the
evolution of conscious experience a member of the oxford inklings group
barfield s first published book the silver trumpet 1925 is the first märchen
or fantasy story published by any of them despite the influence barfield
exerted on contemporary authors such as howard nemerov and saul bellow the
biggest gaps in the published corpus of the philosopher of poetry are most of
the major poems and poetic dramas he wrote according to his theories that
place poetics at the core of conscious experience itself this current
publication remedies this absence by presenting five striking literary pieces
composed throughout barfield s lifetime the tower an introspective narrative
poem is the great work of barfield s youth medea a mythopoeic drama is
seemingly his last major poetic and dramatic work between these two are the
mythopoeic narrative poem riders on pegasus a trilogy of anthroposophical
mystery plays angels at bay and the light hearted extended poem the unicorn
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readers of barfield s philosophical works and inklings enthusiasts will find
much to admire and enjoy in this volume

Owen Barfield’s Poetry, Drama, and Fiction
2024-03-25
owen barfield influenced a diverse range of writers that includes t s eliot j
r r tolkien w h auden howard nemerov and saul bellow and owen barfield s
poetry drama and fiction is the first book to comprehensively explore and
assess the literary career of the fourth inkling owen barfield it examines
his major poems plays and novels with special attention both to his
development over a seventy year literary career and to the manifold ways in
which his work responds with power originality and insight to modernist
london the nuclear age and the dawning era of environmental crisis with this
volume it is now possible to place into clear view the full career and
achievement of owen barfield who has been called the british heidegger the
first and last inkling and the last romantic

C. S. Lewis 2007-04-30
most popularly known as the author of the children s classic the chronicles
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of narnia c s lewis was also a prolific poet essayist novelist and christian
writer his most famous work the lion the witch and the wardrobe while known
as a children s book is often read as a christian allegory and remains to
this day one of his best loved works but lewis was prolific in a number of
areas including poetry christian writing literary criticism letters memoir
autobiography sermons and more this set written by experts guides readers to
a better understanding and appreciation of this important and influential
writer clive staples lewis was born on november 29 1898 in belfast northern
ireland his mother died when he was young leaving his father to raise him and
his older brother warren he fought and was wounded in world war i and later
became immersed in the spiritual life of christianity while he delved into
the world of christian writing he did not limit himself to one genre and
produced a remarkable oeuvre that continues to be widely read taught and
adored at all levels as part of the circle known as the inklings which
consisted of writers and intellectuals and included j r r tolkien charles
williams and others he developed and honed his skills and continued to put
out extensive writings many different groups now claim him as their own
spanning genres from science fiction to christian literature from nonfiction
to children s stories his output remains among the most popular and complex
here experts in the field of lewis studies examine all his works along with
the details of his life and the culture in which he lived to give readers the
fullest complete picture of the man the writer and the husband alongside his
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works his legacy and his place in english letters

Speaker's Meaning 1967
as interest in owen barfield grows we aim to meet the need for a scholarly
introduction to his thought our primary purpose is to present an overview
analysis and synthesis of barfield s most salient ideas in a manner that will
be of interest to neophytes and initiates alike barfield s work can at times
be difficult to understand c s lewis put it well when he described barfield s
style of argument as dark labyrinthine and pertinacious but lewis ardently
promoted barfield s work because he knew that people who willingly walk in
those dim and winding corridors are in time richly rewarded by the bright
light at their end we offer the present work in service to those who wish to
undertake this adventure while the present book will help those readers who
wish to engage barfield for the sake of achieving a greater understanding of
and appreciation for other writers who have been associated with or
influenced by him we aim first and foremost to present barfield as a profound
and original thinker in his own right
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What Barfield Thought 2023-05-02
first published in 1939 this book provides a brief but comprehensive view of
language in general and of english and american language in particular it is
suitable for beginners and those who wish to learn about the basics of
linguistics

The World of Words 2015-05-08
word and story has broken new ground by enlisting well known scholars in the
examination of lewis s ideas about language and narrative both as stated in
theory and as exemplified in practice never before has such clear significant
and thorough work in these areas been brought together in one place this
compilation of sixteen essays demonstrates how an awareness of lewis s ideas
about language and narrative is essential to a full understanding and
appreciation of his thought and works the contributors examine lewis s poetry
the dark woods studies in words and other works that have so far received
little attention in addition to more familiar parts of the lewis canon by
approaching lewis primarily as an artist and theorist not just a christian
apologist these essays offer new insights into his creative imagination
critical acumen and his craftsmanship as a writer one comes away from this
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book with a fresh vision and with heightened expectation eager to return to
lewis s works

C. S. Lewis's "great War" with Owen Barfield 1978
tolkien is one of our most beloved fantasy writers such was the power of his
imagination that much has been written on his invented world languages and
myth this book is an invitation to tread the paths of tolkien s realm
exploring three regions of his work language myth and imagination we will be
looking for a path leading to a summit from where we can view tolkien s whole
realm yannick imbert argues that we can gain such a view only if we
understand tolkien s philosophical theology his thomism to attain this
vantage point and better understand the genius of his middle earth readers
journey with tolkien through his academic personal and theological milieu
which together formed his thomistic imagination

Word and Story in C. S. Lewis 2008-04-14
owen barfield is unique in havin combined the work of a solicitor wit the
profession of literature in the latter his speciality has been the province
of speech and words and the history and philosophy of meaning his works on
these subjects have long won enthusiastic recognition in university circles
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but are now reaching a wider public he has been described by c s lewis as the
wisest of my unofficial advisers and t s eliot wrote of his saving the
appearances that it was one of the few books which made me proud to be
director of the firm which published them he has always been interested in
the relation between poetry philosophy science and religion and at the goethe
centenary he gave a broadcast talk on the bbc on the third programme on
goethe s scientific writings he has recently returned from the usa where he
has spent two years as a visiting professor of philosophy and letters at drew
university and of english literature at brandeis he early encountered the
work of rudolf steiiner and soon recognized the immense contribution that
steiner had made towards a true understanding of the world and of man the
essays in this volume are at once the fruit of his study of steiner s work
and a new approach to that work from the angle of english literature they
form perhaps the best introduction to steiner s work for the english literary
mind owen barfield who died in 1997 shortly after entering his hundredth year
was one of the seminal minds of the twentieth century of whom c s lewis wrote
he towers above us all his books have won respect from many writers other
than lewis among them t s eliot j r r tolkein and saul bellows and john
lukacs he was born in north london in 1898 and received his b a with first
class honors from wadham college oxford in 1921 he also earned b c l m a and
b litt degrees from oxford and was a fellow of the royal society of
literature he served as a solicitor for twenty eight years until his
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retirement from legal practice in 1959 barfield was a visiting professor at
brandeis and drew universities hamilton college the university of missouri at
columbia ucla suny stony brook and the university of british columbia
vancouver his books include seven others published by the barfield press
romanticism comes of age worlds apart a dialogue of the 1960s unancestral
voice speaker s meaning what coleridge thought the rediscovery of meaning and
history guilt and habit

From Imagination to Faerie 2022-06-23
this innovative collection of essays is the first volume to explore the many
ways in which dictionaries have stimulated the imaginations of modern and
contemporary poets from britain ireland and america while also considering
how poetry has itself been a rich source of material for lexicographers

Romanticism Comes of Age 2006-10
this book defines analyses and theorises a late modern etymological poetry
that is alive to the past lives of its words and probes the possible
significance of them both explicitly and implicitly close readings of poetry
and criticism by auden prynne and muldoon investigate the implications of
their etymological perspectives for the way their language establishes
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relationships between people and between people and the world these twin
functions of communication and representation are shown to be central to the
critical reception of etymological poetry which is a category of difficult
poetry however resonant poetic etymologising may be critics warn that it
shows the poet s natural interest in language degenerating into an unhealthy
obsession with the dictionary it is unavoidably pedantic in the post
saussurean era to entertain the idea that a word s history might have any
relevance to its current use as such etymological poetry elicits the closest
of close readings thus encouraging readers to reflect not only on its own
pedantry obscurity and virtuosity but also on how these qualities function in
criticism as well as presenting a new way of reading three very different
late modern poet critics this book addresses an understudied aspect of the
relationship between poetry and criticism its findings are situated in the
context of literary debates about difficulty and diction and in larger
cultural conversations about the workings of language as a historical event

Poetry & the Dictionary 2020-03-26
a detailed work of reference and scholarship this one volume encyclopedia
includes discussions of all the fundamental issues in tolkien scholarship
written by the leading scholars in the field coverage not only presents the
most recent scholarship on j r r tolkien but also introduces and explores the
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author and scholar s life and work within their historical and cultural
contexts tolkien s fiction and his sources of influence are examined along
with his artistic and academic achievements including his translations of
medieval texts teaching posts linguistic works and the languages he created
the 550 alphabetically arranged entries fall within the following categories
of topics adaptations art and illustrations characters in tolkien s work
critical history and scholarship influence of tolkien languages biography
literary sources literature creatures and peoples of middle earth objects in
tolkien s work places in tolkien s work reception of tolkien medieval
scholars scholarship by tolkien medieval literature stylistic elements themes
in tolkien s works theological philosophical concepts and philosophers
tolkien s contemporary history and culture works of literature

The Etymological Poetry of W. H. Auden, J. H.
Prynne, and Paul Muldoon 2020-07-10
the year s work in medievalism includes vetted essays from the studies in
medievalism now international society for the study of medievalism annual
conference and from submissions to the editor throughout the year the current
volume includes a range of topics from medievalism in literature and art to
the neomedievalism of movies and games it includes these scholarly
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contributions e l risden introductory letter from the editor gwendolyn morgan
recollections of medievalism richard utz them philologists philological
practices and their discontents from nietzsche to cerquiglini clare simmons
really ancient druids in british medievalist drama karl fugelso
neomedievalisms in tom phillips commedia illustrations jason fisher some
contributions to middle earth lexicography hapax legomena in the lord of the
rings simon roffey the world of warcraft a medievalist perspective william
hodapp arthur beowulf robin hood and hollywood s desire for origins m j
toswell the arthurian landscapes of guy gavriel kay

J.R.R. Tolkien Encyclopedia 2007
sehnsucht the c s lewis journal established by the arizona c s lewis society
in 2007 is the only peer reviewed journal devoted to the study of c s lewis
and his writings published anywhere in the world it exists to promote
literary theological historical biographical philosophical bibliographical
and cultural interest broadly defined in lewis and his writings the journal
includes articles review essays book reviews film reviews and play reviews
bibliographical material poetry interviews editorials and announcements of
lewis related conferences events and publications its readership is aimed at
academic scholars from a wide variety of disciplines as well as learned non
scholars and lewis enthusiasts at this time sehnsucht is published once a
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year sehnsucht the c s lewis journal established by the arizona c s lewis
society in 2007 is the only peer reviewed journal devoted to the study of c s
lewis and his writings published anywhere in the world it exists to promote
literary theological historical biographical philosophical bibliographical
and cultural interest broadly defined in lewis and his writings the journal
includes articles review essays book reviews film reviews and play reviews
bibliographical material poetry interviews editorials and announcements of
lewis related conferences events and publications its readership is aimed at
academic scholars from a wide variety of disciplines as well as learned non
scholars and lewis enthusiasts at this time sehnsucht is published once a
year

The Year's Work in Medievalism, 2011 2012-12-20
stephen prickett explores the narrative in ways of thinking about the world
over 300 years

Sehnsucht: The C. S. Lewis Journal 2019-01-11
together with his brother warnie and his friends j r r tolkien charles
williams and others c s lewis made up an intellectual group which called
themselves the inklings the joke of course was a literary one for lewis above
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all the heaven directed was never lacking christian

Narrative, Religion and Science 2002-03-28
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a
quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using
a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in
an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant

Inklings of Heaven 2007
following his lecture course eurythmy as visible singing these fundamental
lectures on speech eurythmy offered in response to specific requests gave
rudolf steiner the opportunity to complete the foundations of the new art of
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movement speaking to eurythmists and invited artists steiner connects to the
centuries old esoteric and exoteric western traditions of the word the
creative power in the sounds of the divine human alphabet giving it concrete
form and expression in the performing arts education and therapy in addition
to the fifteen lectures in the course this special edition features
supporting lectures and reports by rudolf steiner dozens of photographs and
line drawings as well as introductions commentary notes and supplementary
essays compiled by editor alan stott including eurythmy and the english
language by annelies davidson although aimed primarily at the professional
concerns of eurythmists who perform teach or work as therapists the lectures
offer a wealth of suggestions and insights to those with artistic questions
and concerns only someone who creatively unfolds a sense for art from an
inner calling an inner enthusiasm can work as an artist in eurythmy to
manifest those possibilities of form and movement inherent in the human
organisation the soul must inwardly be completely occupied with art this all
embracing character of eurythmy was the foundation for all that was presented
rudolf steiner for the poet for the thinker and for the movement artist who
thinks with his her whole body the highest mental act is done with all their
heart and with all their mind and with all their soul alan stott
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The Truth of Imagination 2014-01-14
first published in 1986 stephen prickett s words and the word has had a major
impact among scholars of literature and literary theory as well as among
theologians and biblical critics in this highly acclaimed book prickett
pursues the question of the relationship between religion and poetics and in
particular the nature of religious language investigating the hermeneutic
epistemological and linguistic reverberations of eighteenth nineteenth and
twentieth century theories of biblical interpretation

History in English Words 2021-09-09
the first book to offer an overview at once introductory and comprehensive of
the philosophical thought of owen barfield sometimes known as the first and
last inkling and as the british heidegger beginning by placing barfield s
early poetics in the context of the critical hurly burly of modernist london
of the 1920s owen barfield s poetic philosophy meaning and imagination shows
how barfield s subsequent development of a philosophy of history metaphysics
and ethics culminates in his development of a poetic cosmology hipolito
situates barfield s poetic philosophy in relation to his significant
contemporaries and predecessors including t s eliot d h lawrence i a richards
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jean paul sartre martin heidegger and ernst cassirer bringing to light for
the first time many important aspects of barfield s thought the book
concludes with an analysis of the burgeon trilogy in which barfield
recapitulates the themes and arguments of his poetic philosophy by
exemplifying them in three genre defying works of fiction structured
chronologically and giving a systematic examination of barfield s thought
owen barfield s poetic philosophy paints a much needed picture of a major
thinker and poet who was entirely engaged with his times and who remains
crucially relevant to our own

Eurythmy as Visible Speech 2019-10-23
the history of philosophy has been studied as if it were a long discussion
between participants of differing opinions living in different ages but all
in the same world though heraclitus and descartes can no longer respond to
new questions or current attacks on their positions nevertheless to the
degree that we are all human and all live in the same world such questions
and attacks are reasonably fair until recently in the last 50 years the
significance of the qualifier to the degree that has changed radically what
if it turns out that as far as living in the same world goes we today
actually have very little in common with heraclitus or even descartes then we
are attempting to carry on discussions with participants who are not our
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contemporaries and the world they were speculating about is not the same
world we today are speculating about then the nature of the discussion the
history of philosophy takes on a very different character philosophy and the
evolution of consciousness takes talk of alternative conceptual schemes
current in philosophy today and applies it in the very place most likely to
warrant the change the history of philosophy itself

Words and The Word 1986
c s lewis is the 20th century s most widely read christian writer and j r r
tolkien its most beloved mythmaker for three decades they and their closest
associates formed a literary club known as the inklings which met every week
in lewis s oxford rooms and in nearby pubs they discussed literature religion
and ideas read aloud from works in progress took philosophical rambles in
woods and fields gave one another companionship and criticism and in the
process rewrote the cultural history of modern times in the fellowship philip
and carol zaleski offer the first complete rendering of the inklings lives
and works the result is an extraordinary account of the ideas affections and
vexations that drove the group s most significant members c s lewis accepts
jesus christ while riding in the sidecar of his brother s motorcycle maps the
medieval and renaissance mind becomes a world famous evangelist and moral
satirist and creates new forms of religiously attuned fiction while wrestling
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with personal crises j r r tolkien transmutes an invented mythology into
gripping story in the lord of the rings while conducting groundbreaking old
english scholarship and elucidating for family and friends the catholic
teachings at the heart of his vision owen barfield a philosopher for whom
language is the key to all mysteries becomes lewis s favorite sparring
partner and for a time saul bellow s chosen guru and charles williams poet
author of supernatural shockers and strange acolyte of romantic love turns
his everyday life into a mystical pageant romantics who scorned rebellion
fantasists who prized reality wartime writers who believed in hope christians
with cosmic reach the inklings sought to revitalize literature and faith in
the twentieth century s darkest years and did so in dazzling style

Owen Barfield�s Poetic Philosophy 2024-03-21
please put price both in barcode and separately on back cover

The Role of Imagination in Culture and Society 2002
a young academic is drawn towards activism when she is increasingly troubled
by the growing threat of biocides through virginia brooke barfield charts the
mental and spiritual journey of a thinking person and by extension of all
thinking persons faced with the need for action and the obligation to take it
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from environmental thriller to iron age settlement domestic estrangement and
the alienation of man from nature barfield s last work of fiction will
continue to delight admirers and provoke a fresh generation of thinkers owen
barfield is one of the twentieth century s most significant philosophers he
is widely known for his explorations of human consciousness the history of
language the origins of poetic effect and cross disciplinary thought a member
of the inklings an oxford group of scholars barfield s thinking informed the
writings of c s lewis and j r r tolkien among others eager spring is barfield
s eco novella written when the author was almost 90

Philosophy and the Evolution of Consciousness
2001-01-29
the central contention of christian faith is that in the incarnation the
eternal word or logos of god himself has taken flesh so becoming for us the
image of the invisible god our humanity itself is lived out in a constant to
ing and fro ing between materiality and immateriality imagination language
and literature each have a vital part to play in brokering this hypostatic
union of matter and meaning within the human creature approaching different
aspects of two distinct movements between the image and the word in the
incarnation and in the dynamics of human existence itself trevor hart
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presents a clearer understanding of each and explores the juxtapositions with
the other hart concludes that within the trinitarian economy of creation and
redemption these two occasions of flesh taking are inseparable and
indivisible

History, Guilt, and Habit 1979
this is a collection of the fiction and poetry of one of the twentieth
century s most influential and significant thinkers barfield is known widely
for his explorations of human consciousness the history of language the
origins of poetic effect and the interaction of the disciplines especially
literature and the hard sciences this book presents barfield as a writer of
imaginative literature in the stories one finds both post war displacement
and bloomsburian ironies in the two short novels barfield gives us two
stunning versions of the apocalypse in his poetry he explores the varieties
of human experience often in radical relation to the past a seemingly
conventional poetic introduces explosive theological and sexual issues
confrontations with urban despair and fragmentation barfield s creative work
is original daring and prophetic his voice heralds a new age of consciousness
of which our time is becoming increasingly aware
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日本のメタファー 1982
set in a dystopian future humanity has been driven underground by fears of
terrorist attack dwelling in the sewers of an abandoned city society is
closed crowded obsessed with security and its own biological processes in our
post 9 11 world barfield s portrayal of the repressive claustrophobic effects
of anxiety on human communities is startlingly timely night operation is a
contemporary allegory on the fall and potential rise of humanity owen
barfield is one of the twentieth century s most significant philosophers he
is widely known for his explorations of human consciousness the history of
language the origins of poetic effect and cross disciplinary thought a member
of the inklings an oxford group of scholars barfield s thinking informed the
writings of c s lewis and j r r tolkien among others night operation is
barfield s only work of science fiction his vision of society at an
evolutionary turning point is original daring and prophetic

The Fellowship 2015-06-02
10 lectures at the hague march 20 29 1913 cw 145 address in berlin february 3
1913 the future of spiritual esoteric movements such as ours will depend more
and more upon the realization that human spiritual development is necessary
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whoever rejects or is hostile toward spiritual development will thus have
identified with what is no longer useful on earth with what is withered and
shriveled and will have abandoned cosmic evolution as willed by the gods
rudolf steiner on february 3 1913 the first general meeting of the newly
formed anthroposophical society was convened in berlin six weeks later in
holland rudolf steiner spoke for the first time to an anthroposophic audience
in a detailed intimate way about individual esoteric training and the subtle
effects of spiritual development on every level of one s being beginning with
questions regarding the body s experience of food and drink meat coffee
alcohol and so on he lays out the progression of anthroposophic spiritual
inner work up to direct perception of paradise and the holy grail he
discusses the role of human beings in our evolution that takes place between
the forces of lucifer and ahriman included is steiner s important lecture the
being of anthroposophy which this volume introduces to the english speaking
world this edition also includes steiner s introductory words previously
available only as an unpublished german typescript the effects of esoteric
development is a translation from the german of welche bedeutung hat die
okkulte entwicklung des menschen für seine hüllen physischen leib Ätherleib
astralleib und sein selbst ga 145
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What Coleridge Thought 1971
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Between the Image and the Word 2016-04-15
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